Every Essay’s Title is Centered & Properly Capitalized

Indent all first lines of new paragraphs: Begin typing your information and clearly introduce what your essay’s focusing on. There should be no quotes or “supporting” material in your introduction since you are just introducing your audience to the topic of the essay and are not specifically arguing anything like you do in body paragraphs. Clearly begin transitioning from general information to more specific/analytical. Now your argument should start showing your audience how/why you are illustrating or arguing what you are and how/why this interpretation is significant for them to consider. Continue developing your idea. Give a specific, independent sentence showing what your essay’s central idea is and how/why this is significant (this is called a thesis).

Indent all first lines of new paragraphs: Beginning of your first paragraph clearly shows what the paragraph’s topic is and how/why this relates to your thesis. Begin discussing your argument/analysis. Keep discussing your point out. Introduce the idea inherent in the quote. “Quoted material” (Last Name page number/paragraph number). Follow up after the quote clearly explaining how/why this quote works to support your idea/discussion/argument previous to this. Transition. Begin a new argument that is still related to your topic. Discuss this idea out. Keep discussing your point out. Introduce the idea. “Quote” or Paraphrased material (Last page number/paragraph number). Follow up. Bring paragraph to a close.
Indent all first lines of new paragraphs: Transition between two paragraphs, so you should also make this topic sentence clearly showing what this new topic is and how/why this relates to your thesis. Begin discussing your argument/analysis. Keep discussing your point out. Introduce the idea inherent in the quote. “Quoted material” ([Last Name page number/paragraph number]). Follow up after the quote clearly explaining how/why this quote works to support your idea/discussion/argument previous to this. Transition. Begin a new argument that is still related to your topic. Discuss this idea out. Keep discussing your point out. Introduce the idea. “Quote” or Paraphrased material ([Last page number/paragraph number]). Follow up. Bring paragraph to a close.

Indent all first lines of new paragraphs: Transition between two paragraphs, so you should also make this topic sentence clearly showing what this new topic is and how/why this relates to your thesis. Begin discussing your argument/analysis. Keep discussing your point out. Introduce the idea inherent in the quote. “Quoted material” ([Last Name page number/paragraph number]). Follow up after the quote clearly explaining how/why this quote works to support your idea/discussion/argument previous to this. Transition. Begin a new argument that is still related to your topic. Discuss this idea out. Keep discussing your point out. Introduce the idea. “Quote” or Paraphrased material ([Last page number/paragraph number]). Follow up. Bring paragraph to a close.

Indent all first lines of new paragraphs: Transition between two paragraphs, so you should also make this topic sentence clearly showing what this new topic is and how/why this relates to your thesis. Begin discussing your argument/analysis. Keep discussing your point out. Introduce the idea inherent in the quote. “Quoted material” ([Last Name page number/paragraph number]). Follow up after the quote clearly explaining how/why this
quote works to support your idea/discussion/argument previous to this. Transition. Begin a new argument that is still related to your topic. Discuss this idea out. Keep discussing your point out. Introduce the idea. “Quote” or Paraphrased material (Last page number/paragraph number). Follow up. Bring paragraph to a close.

Indent all first lines of new paragraphs: Transition between two paragraphs, so you should also make this topic sentence clearly showing what this new topic is and how/why this relates to your thesis. Begin discussing your argument/analysis. Keep discussing your point out. Introduce the idea inherent in the quote. “Quoted material” (Last Name page number/paragraph number). Follow up after the quote clearly explaining how/why this quote works to support your idea/discussion/argument previous to this. Transition. Begin a new argument that is still related to your topic. Discuss this idea out. Keep discussing your point out. Introduce the idea. “Quote” or Paraphrased material (Last page number/paragraph number). Follow up. Bring paragraph to a close.

Indent all first lines of new paragraphs: Transition between two paragraphs, so you should also make this topic sentence clearly showing what this new topic is and how/why this relates to your thesis. Begin discussing your argument/analysis. Keep discussing your point out. Introduce the idea inherent in the quote. “Quoted material” (Last Name page number/paragraph number). Follow up after the quote clearly explaining how/why this quote works to support your idea/discussion/argument previous to this. Transition. Begin a new argument that is still related to your topic. Discuss this idea out. Keep discussing your point out. Introduce the idea. “Quote” or Paraphrased material (Last page number/paragraph number). Follow up. Bring paragraph to a close.
Indent all first lines of new paragraphs: Transition between two paragraphs, so you should also make this topic sentence clearly showing what this new topic is and how/why this relates to your thesis. Begin discussing your argument/analysis. Keep discussing your point out. Introduce the idea inherent in the quote. “Quoted material” (Last Name page number/paragraph number). Follow up after the quote clearly explaining how/why this quote works to support your idea/discussion/argument previous to this. Transition. Begin a new argument that is still related to your topic. Discuss this idea out. Keep discussing your point out. Introduce the idea. “Quote” or Paraphrased material (Last page number/paragraph number). Follow up. Bring paragraph to a close.

Indent all first lines of new paragraphs: Begin your conclusion where you are just revisiting the points you discussed in your body paragraphs. Do not bring up any new information that is not addressed somewhere in the body paragraphs or in your introduction. There should be no quotes or “supporting” material in your conclusion since it does not operate like a body paragraph where you are attempting to argue a point. Help bring this essay to a close and revisit (do not copy/paste or retype) your thesis to help your audience understand what the essay’s central argument/focus/idea was all about.
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Comment [SMc2]: To properly place this on the page, I literally inserted a BLANK PAGE. Do NOT HIT ENTER; INSERT BLANK PAGE. Notice the Header Information is still here in the top right corner and the “title” is centered.

The Yellow Highlighted areas show what should have been included in the parenthetical citations throughout your essay. This is just a GENERAL citation for our particular needs with Essay 3 and will not be THE ONLY OPTION for MLA Citations you will encounter for this class.